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Is the third-party funding of treaty arbitrations likely to end in tears, as one senior

QC reckons? Not if those bankrolling such claims are to be believed.

Attendees at a recent litigation funding conference in London might well have expected to

discover the benefits associated with this maturing, and increasingly profitable, industry. Except

Lord Brennan QC had other ideas. Don’t bother investing in treaty claims, the eminent

arbitration silk advised his audience. They are, he said, just not worth the hassle.

And Brennan should know. Juridica, the Channel Islands-registered funder at which he serves

as non-executive chairman, got into all sorts of problems when financing an ICSID dispute

between S&T Oil and Romania. Things turned nasty when S&T’s counsel pulled out, citing its

client’s failure to provide a “critical piece of evidence” – at which point Juridica closed its wallet

and took S&T to LCIA arbitration to recoup the USD 3 million it had pumped into the

proceedings. That dispute remains ongoing.

Despite Juridica’s cautionary tale, funders like London-headquartered Calunius are all-too

happy to bankroll treaty claims. This year alone, the firm has financed both Oxus Gold’s fight

with Uzbekistan and the dispute between Canadian miner Rusoro and Venezuela. And those

agreements, made public due to stock exchange listings, are only some of the investment law

cases Calunius says it is backing.

“I think there are more opportunities to fund treaty cases than there were five years ago, and

that’s a function of a number of things,” says Mick Smith, a one-time investment banker who

co-founded Calunius in 2007. “There are more cases being filed, the jurisprudence is advancing

and there’s more certainty and predictability around the process.”

Maddi Azpiroz of ClaimTrading, a London-based funding broker, likewise points to a

“significant growth” in the number of treaty claims that have been looking for – and attracted –

third-party funding in recent years. (In June, ClaimTrading announced it had arranged for

Calunius to fund Rusoro; Azpiroz says her firm has been representing “around half a dozen”

claimants seeking funding for treaty arbitrations in the last year.)

That take-up tallies with a spike in the number of treaty disputes being filed year-on-year, as

spats over FDI increasingly make front-page news. The World Bank’s arbitration court, ICSID,

which hears around two-thirds of all investor-state claims, is also registering record numbers: 19

in 2002, compared with 22 in the first half of this year alone.

Those disputes, followed by a growing band of investment lawnithologists, generally turn on

issues seldom found in domestic litigation or commercial arbitration, such as expropriation, fair
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and equitable treatment and the application of most-favoured nation clauses.

Yet for funders, the risks raised by sovereign enforcement claims are no different than those

presented in other tribunals. Both depend not only on the merits, but the back-end issues, too. As

Christopher Bogart, CEO of Burford, the world’s biggest institutional funder, puts it: “Are

we going to get paid? When are we going to get paid? How much is it going to cost to get paid?”

“There are no major differences from the funding perspective; the terms will typically depend in

both cases on claim-specific characteristics such as merits, quantum, life-cycle and recovery

options,” Azpiroz confirms. And Bogart, whose firm recorded half-year profits of USD 7 million

in 2012, says that while Burford would price two identical claims – one against a known

compliant payor and one against a known non-compliant payor – differently, it wouldn’t

necessarily avoid funding the latter.

“The challenge raised by treaty claims is a pricing challenge,” he explains. “You can get to the

point where the capital becomes very expensive when you add together all of the variables.”

Latin the right ones in

Adding to that expense is the time treaty claims now take to complete. Never the speediest of

processes, use of ICSID annulment – envisioned by the Washington Convention drafters as an

“extraordinary remedy for unusual and important cases” – has skyrocketed of late, with more

than two-thirds of all annulment proceedings in the institution’s 47-year history registered since

2008.

“You’ve now got a drawn-out process,” says Bogart, “which is going to need to be priced higher

than a case in the domestic courts with an average life of two years.” Smith argues not, saying

things “are probably not on average taking as long now as people used to worry about when filing

treaty claims.”

They do agree, however, that a rise in the value of natural resources has seen a concurrent rise in

case filings, many of which relate to investments in the oil, gas and minerals sectors. The reason:

faced with a seemingly insatiable Chinese appetite for such assets, governments which sold

access to their rights at knock-down prices now realise the value of what they’re sitting on.

And where original agreements can’t be revised, as foreign firms are loath to do, expropriation

often follows. 

In many cases, doing so kills the company’s golden goose. Enter the funders, willing and ready to

help get things off the ground – including the up-front costs required in investor-state claims,

which dwarf those of national courts.

“A lot of concession-type arrangements were entered into by single-asset companies for a specific

project purpose, so the minute their asset is expropriated there isn’t a heap of cash left to fight an

arbitration,” Smith says. “It’s a big call for, say, mining fund investors who’ve gone into these

project companies to put more money into an arbitration claim,” he adds. “That’s a big driver in

getting people like us involved.”

But what of the recalcitrant governments – largely Latin American, having turned their backs on

ICSID – which refuse to accept, and honour, awards? Does litigating against those states make

things necessarily more tricky?

According to the funders, it’s not nearly as dangerous as all that – provided claims are chosen

carefully. Azpiroz notes the “vast majority” of treaty awards have led to an agreeable settlement

for the award creditor without the need for forcible execution action. The sovereign immunity
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hurdle can be significant when it needs to be taken, she accepts, but says it rarely goes that far.

Still, states wanting to sit on their hands can do so with little recourse – although a landmark

penalty, issued by the US in March against long-time refusenik Argentina for failing to pay two

ICSID awards, perhaps shows a sign of things to come.

It is, then, a case of going in with open eyes – and checkbooks. “You want to have good

confidence levels that you could make them pay through enforcement if you had to,” Smith says.

“How attachable are they? What’s their footprint in the New York Convention world? Argentina

is not somewhere we’ve been rushing to arbitrate against.”  
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